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22 April 1950

MEMORANDUM FOR: Cases

RECIPIENT: Director

CASE No: Case 92334

1. [Some text is illegible, but it appears to be discussing something about interest in a case and the need to go to Washington within a week.]

2. [Some text is illegible, but it mentions calling for the memorandum for the record concerning Case 92334.]
Memorandum

TO: Director,

FROM: Chief,

SUBJECT: Case 52334

REF: Your Memo, dt 22 Apr 69, Same Subject

DATE: 1 May 1969

Responding to your referenced memorandum, we have talked with [is currently engaged in a crash training program of a [scheduled to open in early June. Therefore, the earliest convenience for a meeting with Dr. [will occur when he visits [in late May. We would like to know Dr. [proposed itinerary prior to his arrival so that [may arrange several hours, or longer if desired, for him.]
Subject: Case 1234 - [Information or details about the case]

Mr. Johnson, [Address of case]

[Main body of the letter, likely discussing legal matters or case details]

Date: 23 December 1979

[Closing lines, possibly containing legal formalities or final requests]